Abstract

VANET is a highly movable wireless ad hoc network that is meant to support road safety, monitoring the traffic etc. In VANET environment, each vehicle can go for access to data from RSU or can communicate to any other vehicle. In this scenario, service scheduling becomes an important challenge to provide equal distribution of data access. “Data Scheduling” measured a very important issue in VANET to successful delivery of data item to the vehicle in proper and accurate way. Communication among vehicles are becoming a promising technology for security, management of traffic, monitoring and controlling of pollution, and numerous other road safety and traffic applications. Due to this a lot of data is generated that must be shared between communication parties efficiently. A major load is caused on the network infrastructure because of all this generated data, and the main aim of the network infrastructure is to provide constant services to the users. Thus, in order to manage the load on the network in such situations, a new scheme is proposed which suggests to cache frequently accessed contents at particular locations such as vehicles and RSUs so that data can be accessed from either local cache or RSU cache without the need to flood requests for the required data in the whole
network thus reducing the delay and ultimately increasing the throughput.
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